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Q1 - What is your primary role at Stetson University? (If more than one)

Student

Faculty

Staff
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# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
What is your primary role at Stetson University? (If more than

one)
1.00 3.00 1.73 0.88 0.78 501

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 Student 56.09% 281

2 Faculty 14.97% 75

3 Staff 28.94% 145

501



Q2 - What College is your major(s) in?

College of Arts and
Science

School of Business
Administration

School of Music

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 College of Arts and Science 76.70% 270

2 School of Business Administration 17.90% 63

3 School of Music 5.40% 19

352



- To what extent do you agree with the following statement? Stetson's commitment to

environmental sustainability is important to me.

strongly agree

partially agree

neutral

slightly disagree

strongly disagree
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Variance Count

1
To what extent do you agree with the following statement? Stetson's

commitment to environmental sustainability is important to me.
1.00 5.00 1.57 0.87 0.76 501

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

1 strongly agree 62.48% 313

2 partially agree 23.35% 117

3 neutral 10.78% 54

4 slightly disagree 1.80% 9

5 strongly disagree 1.60% 8

501
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Q6 - Which priorities should be most important to upcoming environmental projects at

Stetson?

Most important

Very important

Somewhat important

Least important
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Carbon emission reduction (Achieving carbon neutrality goals)

ROI (Maximizing savings through energy conservation projects)

Aesthetic (Butterfly gardens, native habitat restoration, tree plantings, e...

Community outreach and education

Data source misconfigured for this

visualization.



Data source misconfigured for this

visualization.





Q4 - Stetson has committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2040. Which answer best

describes your feelings towards this commitment?

I think Stetson
should actively

pursue its commitment
to carbon neutrality

I do not have an
opinion regarding

Stetson's commitment
to carbon neutrality

I think Stetson
should not have a

commitment to carbon
neutrality

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
Stetson has committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2040. Which

answer best describes your feelings towards this commitment?
1.00 3.00 1.22 0.47 0.22 461

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 I think Stetson should actively pursue its commitment to carbon neutrality 80.04% 369

2 I do not have an opinion regarding Stetson's commitment to carbon neutrality 17.57% 81

3 I think Stetson should not have a commitment to carbon neutrality 2.39% 11

461

 I think Stetson should actively pursue its commitment to carbon neutrality

 I do not have an opinion regarding Stetson's commitment to carbon neutrality

 I think Stetson should not have a commitment to carbon neutrality

80%
I think Stetson should actively pursue its commitment to carbon neutrality



- What is your opinion on creating a Sustainability Coordinator position at Stetson to

focus on helping campus achieve its environmental commitments?

I think Stetson
should have a
Sustainability

Coordinator

I have no opinion

I think Stetson
should not have a

Sustainability
Coordinator

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1
What is your opinion on creating a Sustainability Coordinator position

at Stetson to focus on our environmental commitments?
1.00 3.00 1.53 0.74 0.54 459

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

# Field Choice Count

1 I think Stetson should have a Sustainability Coordinator 62.09% 285

2 I have no opinion 23.31% 107

3 I think Stetson should not have a Sustainability Coordinator 14.60% 67

459



- What do you know about the Environmental Fellows? How did you find out?

The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

Nothing

n/a

I do not know much about your work.

na

N/A

I do not know anything about Environmental Fellows aside from what I've learned completing this survey.

N/A

N/a

I know they have done past environmental studies like a greenhouse gas study of Stetson.

n/a

n/a

A student lead program. Conduct community work focusing on economic and best practices for the environment.

n/a

I don't know anything.

I know the group does things, but the only tangible outcome I can think of at the moment is the solar panels on top of the CUB.

N/A

Throw money to the solar panels.

was not aware it existed

n/a

Nothing

n/a

n/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

Student based program focused on environmental practices

I do not know anything about the current work.

n/a

n/a

N/A

n/a

N/A

n/a

Foster a university-wide culture of sustainability

I am not aware

Little to no knowledge

nothing

n/a

N/A

N/A

n/a

I don't know a lot about the Fellows work. How is what you do made known to the community?

I am unfamiliar with this group and their work

NA

n/a

n/a

n/a

Little to nothing.

I don't know anything about them



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

N/a

N/a

n/a

n/a

I do not know what your office is working on but I am aware of the initiatives across campus.

I have never heard about this program. That being said the program has no relevance to me and I would not have even known that 2% of funds is
allocated to this program. Thats a pretty significant portion of funds that does not even increase the quality of life here at stetson.

n/a

n/a

NA

Na

n/a

n/a

n/a

Not much

n/a

I have heard about the program, but I don't know a lot about the work.

N/A

I do not know about this group.

NA

I know that the Fellows work on continuing sustainability projects on campus. However, my knowledge is limited due to the scarce
information/education about the Fellows program.

I am sorry, I don't know a lot about it, but I think it is important!

Na

n/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I am new so I am unfamiliar

n/a

None

n/a

No knowledge

N/a

n/a

Not familiar with the ongoing work being completed.

Solar panels on the CUB

n/a

n/a

n/a

I do not really know anything about their work to be able to describe it.

Nothing

I didn’t know this existed

Nothing

I don't know much, and I'm glad to learn more about it.

na

I was not aware of this group of fellows.

I don't know anything about itl

I know nothing about their work. I see the malignant remnants of Pres. Libby's total disregard for environmental sustainability all over campus. What
a waste! We should be be leading by example in all aspects of sustainability.

I have no information on the subject

N/a

Nothing at all



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

n/a

Little to nothing

n/a

Nothing

Not really anything, maybe the solar panels on the cub?

n/a

n/a

n/a

I know they are working on providing bikes to students

Very little

n/a

nothing

na

N/A

I have written stories about the Fellows for Stetson Today and think they do great work!

N/a

n/a

N/A

I know very little about the actual work, only the goal of being sustainable

N/A

I don't know anything at all

n/a

N/a

na



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I know Tony Abbott started the program, but I don't know much more about the work.

n/a

Very little actually

Green Building through new construction

n/a

N/A

n/a

N/A

I know nothing about your work

I do not know anything about the environmental fellows

Almost nothing

N/A

n/a

conducting a yearly audit

I tried to get them to set up printer cartridge recycling locations, but it hasn't happened

n/a

Very little

I am not aware of what work the Environment Fellows does at Stetson.

N/a

The environmental fellows is a group of Stetson students, usually environmental or biology related majors working as a team to use the revolving
green fund to invest in sustainability projects at stetson

Nothing

n/a

nothing

N/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I dont know anything.

N/A

N/a

Nothing

Basically nothing. Heard of it, that's about it.

n/a

n/a

bridges from student body to administration; publicity for the environment needs and achievements

Work with Stetson administration under supervision of Dr. Abbott. Responsible for the Solar Array that might one day be built, and other
environment-related projects: revolving green fund, etc.

Very little other than the origins of the $5 student fee to support sustainability projects at Stetson

N/A

This is the first time I hear about the Environmental Fellows, but I they keep trying their best to keep Stetson environmentally sustainable

I don't know the Environmental Fellows work

n/a

n/a

N/A

n/a

I am familiar, I am supportive, and I have been impressed with the students' work.

n/a

I am not very familiar with the specifics about what the Environmental Fellows do at Stetson.

I am new and have yet to learn about the initiatives.

I happen to be a Fellow!

They help create initiatives to be more green and promote ways to use resources wisely.

n/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I know that stetson has their carbon usage posted on some TVs so you can see the amount of carbon stetson is using.

n/a

n/a

I know that the Environmental Fellows carry out an annual audit for greenhouse gases on campus and that they helped fund the solar panels on the
CUB.

Ns

I have read the Stetson Today articles about the Environmental Fellows work and heard about the solar panels on the CUB.

I know you all advocate for positive environmental policies and try to implement effective change.

I am new to Stetson University and am unaware of the Environmental Fellows program.

n/a

Recycling and solar powered projects

Explored work in the re-opening of the CUB in 2018. Worked with Chartwells and their food services.

N/A

N/A

I've never heard about this.

My roommate is part of this club but

n/a

I know you work with the solar panels, and water testing

n/a

Do not know anything about it.

I used to be an environmental fellow

I am unaware of the environmental fellows.

n/a

n/a

N/A



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I don't know anything about their work.

I sadly don't know much, if anything at all.

I know that a few of our buildings are equipped with solar panels, the commons is now watching food waste, and we have our Hatter Harvest area
that grows numerous kinds of plants

I would guess maybe the recycling efforts that are done in the dorms but otherwise have no knowledge on the group.

n/a

I did not know this was a thing

I didn't know it existed until this email.

Environmental fellows conduct sustainability audits and are liasons to the University to encourage specific initiatives

not much

n/a

Very littel

n/a

From what I know from my friends who are environmental fellows, they work to help Stetson create policy and implement measures– that include
the student body– to help stetson maintain sustainable practices and reduce carbon emissions.

I didn't know this department existed until I received the email announcing this survey.

I have never heard of the Environmental Fellows before receiving this email.

Nothing yet - Educate us.

N/A

I know nothing about your work

N/A

I am not aware of the Environmental Fellows work.

n/a

N/A

N/A



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

N/A

I have not been told or have never read about your work... maybe feature something on stetson news

n/a

I understand that it is a student program working to educate and move the Stetson campus community to environmentalism. Accountability,
environmental projects, and support from the community are encouraged and needed.

Only that they exist- but not who they are, who advises them, or what they actually do

work in the community to be sustainable

n/a

I know very little to nothing about this group. Have they table out in the quad or in front of the CUB to gain visibilty?

n/a

Very little

RGF, native landscaping research, GRITS, STARS, bikes

You aim to refute environmental practices at Stetson that damage the environment in a whole and emit negative impacts on the world.

n/a

N/A

N/a

Just the solar panels - really nothing more since President Libby left

n/a

None

n/a

nothing

n/a

None

n/a

don't know much but I am interested in learning more



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I do not know anything about your work.

n/a

n/a

N/A

Adding solar, change to LED bulbs, using sustainable foods

I know nothing about the Environmental Fellows.

Yearly research and reporting Stetson efforts

Great student-led program!

N/A

I know that Stetson has a very beautiful and eco friendly compared to nearly any other college in Florida. That and the work for the Solar Panels and
general consensus on environmental protections.

I have not heard of this fellowship

n/a

N/A

I know there are four really bright students who lead the university in our sustainability work. I know they lead the environmental working group
meetings and keep us accountable.

Nothing

n/a

I have no clue.

N/A

I am familiar with some of the work done around campus speficically the solar panels on the cub

I have not heard much

I like the level of student engagement and vision I see in these roles.

N/A

N/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

N/A

n/a

I know very little about this group.

The Environmental Fellows are a group on campus which involves both faculty and students. The group works with money in the Revolving Green
Fund to implement sustainable initiatives on campus. They have done projects such as the solar panels on the CUBs roof

n/aa

As a faculty member in CAS, I think I generally knew about environmental fellows, but I would not have been able to describe a particular outcome
of your work.

nothing

Don't know anything about them.

Solar panels

N/a

I know little to nothing about the work of the Environmental Fellows

N/A

I know the "green fee" pisses off students - and we spend a heck of a lot of time blowing money on words, not actual work.

n/a

n/a

Absolutely nothing

n/a

I've never heard of this

n/a

We have signs about beef in the CUB

Not much

i no nothing

Nothing



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

Nothing

N/a

You guys do wonderful work! I know Dr. Abbot is the leader and there are a handful of students selected for positions. You work on campus
sustainability and really help get Stetson on the map in the environmental world, but also in a bigger way. You are leaders in a way that is HUGE for
the university - I’m all for an increase in your funding :)

Not much

N/a

Never heard of this group before

I have never heard of the Environmental Fellows

That this group wants to further reducing negative environmental impacts.

I only know what is sent via email and the Stetson News letter. Maybe you should create your own news letter.

Nothing. This is the first time hearing of the group.

very little -- I know that the temperature is buildings fluctuates to conserve and save on energy costs.

Not familiar with the work unfortunately, but would love to learn!

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

n/a

Sounds like good work, but I haven't heard about any specific projects

nothing

I have not heard any examples of specific projects

N/A

Bike bill?

N/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

N/a

I have a friend who is a part of the program and I know they talk about how they are constantly looking for ways to improve our campus and make
it more environmentally friendly.

This survey is the first contact or information that has been sent to me regarding Environmental Fellows.

I am aware of the solar panels on the CUB and the bike sharing initiative.

I actually know next to nothing. I know the CUB's efforts for solar panels, but really nothing else

n/a

I have limited knowledge of the energy efficiency and water conservation goals, and of work with local non-profit organizations

I worked with the Fellows while Dr. Abbott was on sabbatical

N/A

tracking greenhouse gases and promoting sustainability initiatives

Very important student leaders driving change on campus.

n/a

Nothing

n/a

n/a

n/a

I know of a few intiatives such as the solar panels for the cub, community gardens, and the zero food waste project by Anna Brethauer

I know about the composting effort that they've set up behind the greenhouse

Not a lot beyond this survey.

Students are recruited as Environmental Fellows (I hope they receive a scholarship)

I do not know anything about the Environmental Fellows work, but I would be interested in learning more.

n/a

I don't know

Energy audit!



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

To help achieve the environmental sustainability goals of the university

Very little except that inputs are gathered for reporting on environmental sustainability

I know students are a part of the Environmental Fellows but I don't know what they do specificly

n/a

I am new faculty and at present I am not educated on the work of the Environmental Fellows.

n/a

I know that the Environmental Fellows work to create sustainable environmental changes here at Stetson in a variety of differing ways.

n/a

nothing

Environmental Fellows examine Stetson's current sustainability initiatives and write proposals on how to improve it; you might also be required to
take certain Environmental Science courses or volunteer/participate in on-campus initiatives.

n/a

I know that the Fellows were involved with the solar panels on the CUB, I know that they were working towards the bicycle program and getting
more energy efficient water heaters.

Not much.

N/a

The work is all for the students and based on student input. I have seen meetings held during Value's Day to enhance student outreach.

i dont know anything

Nothing

This is my first time hearing of this, but I think it is very important

n/a

I have not been educated on the work going on at Stetson in regards to sustainability.

n/a

N/a

n/a



The mission of the Environmental Fellows is to advance environmental sustai...

I don’t know much at all

n/a

Only the info provided above

N/a

I attended a section of values day last semester about the rolling green fund and I found that there was more concern about ROI than there was
about improving aesthetic elements.

I do not know much about the actual work that goes on through the Environmental Fellows accept for the solar panels on the roofs of the newer
buildings.



Q10 - Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would like

to see implemented at Stetson?

Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

I wish we had more gardens, and maybe we could improve food waste?

n/a

I would like to see a change in the water systems because the water has a strange taste.

na

N/A

Perhaps sustainable (art) projects completed by members of the Stetson community. Information about carpooling. Encouragement to use bicycles
or to walk more.

N/A

N/a

I would like to see the campus landscaping be transitioned to 100 % Florida Friendly landscaping that does not regular watering. I also would like to
see the university move away from using chemical fertilizers and pesticides.

n/a

n/a

Nothing comes to mind at the moment.

n/a

No, but I would like to have workshops where I could develop such projects.

I would defer to the experts, but I am guessing most individual behavioral change efforts are not going to have the total impact to make a
substantial difference. If that is true, focusing on our larger scale policies and procedures, likely in the facilities management area and with new
construction (although we may be past most of that) is perhaps the best way to focus.

N/A

More flowers on campus

n/a

n/a



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

solar panel for golf carts and all buildings on campus

n/a

n/a

n/a

place more recycling bins at the student housing locations and do a community clean up

More food recycling and reclamation projects

n/a

N/A

n/a

n/a

More solar panels

Study and increase walkability and accessibility on-campus;Create engagement plan to increase knowledge and participation around zero waste,
energy, and other sustainability efforts; support university to adopt a zero waste food policy.

N/A

Garden

n/a

Replacing the Sprinkler System to be direct-to-root watering, to prevent rivers of sprinkler water waste like the one down in Amelia Avenue.

Larger recycling bins at residential halls

n/a

n/a

NA

n/a

plant more veggies

stop spending so much money on the obsessive maintenance of the campus grass

Community/environmental focused murals in Deland.



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

Can we make cardboard recycling available on campus? I never know if I can recycle it here so I have to drive really far to do it.

N/a

n/a

not really

n/a

I would like to see a green space that is inviting for students to relax, study, and socialize at. A green somewhere on campus would be excellent.

I would like to see more projects that students will be able to see such as a mass tree planting, trash pickup or even just tabling to raise awareness

I used to work at Rollins, and there they had a very popular bike program. Students could go to the library to check out keys that would unlock
bikes. They could have the bike for a total of 6days. This cut the need for motorized vehicles (cars, mopeds, etc) on campus.

n/a

Some sort of cultural credit for education

Na

plants inside classrooms

n/a

n/a

Wind energy

n/a

Perhaps a water audit, if there hasn't already been one? Native tree plantings--always fun and helps keep campus cooler, prettier, and more
biodiverse

N/A

No

NA

I know there has been talk about a bike share/rental program. I think that would be really useful and beneficial for staff, students, and faculty alike.

No, but think it is a great idea.

Na



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

gardens - fruit and veggies

No

n/a

n/a

anaerobic digester

N/a

More plant growth and gardens, educational sources on environmental issues and tips for personal ways to battle this. Events such as campus or
beach clean-up etc

Solar panels on other buildings. Are there state grants available to universities for this effort.

n/a

n/a

more use of the Sandra Stetson Aquatic Center

n/a

I think increasing accessibility to recycling and trash cans to reduce student littering. Increasing efforts to reduce waste and educating students and
faculty and staff

I don’t know if we are supposed to put any recyclable plastic in the “bottles and cans” bin but if we are not, maybe more options for recycling. I
would like to be able to recycle plastic bags as well. There are also alternatives to plastic utensils, straws and cups. Agave is one of them. I would
like to see that in our dining places.

No, but increased marketing for the group could be beneficial to spread awareness

I would love to see our parking lots redone with a sustainable system--I know it would be a challenge, but replacing the pavement with water-
dispersing bricks would reduce flooding, conserve more water from the skies, and reduce the likelihood of sinkholes.

not at the moment

N/A

No - I'm ignorant, sadly.

Return to the faculty-initiated native plant initiative. All campus buildings should have solar panels. Room lights and projectors should have motion-
detecting shut offs. More recycling bins/receptacles on campus, and educational efforts to get the Stetson community to actually recycle (lots of
recyclables in garbage cans/bins around campus).

No

Flowering gardens for bees and butterflies



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

Compost bins

n/a

Did they ever stop painting the grass? Or was that a myth. Also stop the constant yard work.

less plastic waste/recycled plastic alternatives, dine in option at coffee shop and hatter streats to reduce plastic waste

N/a

I would like to see a butterfly garden on campus.

n/a

n/a

I think there should be a larger emphasis on waste management.

More flowers to encourage butterflies and bugs to live at Stetson

Aquatic life? Maybe a pond or a park location on campus.

no

na

N/A

Greater use of solar power university-wide

Water conservation. Why do we have 2 fountains and the sprinklers going off every other day

n/a

Audit water fixtures to reduce wasted water. Planting projects. Community environmental service projects.

Edible gardens

N/A

Nope

n/a

N/a

Butterfly gardens, waste management, less plastic used in the coffee shop, hatter streats, and einsteins.



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

Do we still have a farmer's market?

Possible collaboration with the baking club or food studies majors to education the student body on how to reduce their carbon footprint via food
waste

Stetson should focus more on sustainable agriculture and landscaping and work to integrate this into an undergraduate program

I care about sustainability, but I care equally about the mental and emotional health of employees which is not addressed at Stetson. It is only
available in departments with humane supervisors/ administrators. The discrepancy across the university between flexible working environments and
authoritarian working environments is wide. It's just gross. If we're saving the planet, let's consider helping our fellow Stetson community members
who are not treated with agency, respect, kindness, or decency. It's not difficult to see who has been left behind with the whole Flexible Working
Arrangement. Supervisors in my division/ department mocked the thought of it.

n/a

Maybe a community garden?

n/a

N/A

N/a

N/A

More information on what kinds of projects you are already taking on would help.

Examine your carbon footprint in the past 5-10 years

n/a

n/a

Yes - printer cartridge recycling drop-offs

get the mold out of buildings - residential halls, classroom and offices

Bring back the native plant policy; reduce the amount of high maintenance turf; reduce athletic travel

N/A

N/a

MORE GREEN SPACES. Students would spend more time outside if there were more places to exist outside that aren’t just flat grass and sidewalks.
Downstairs outdoor patio of library is a good example! Native landscaping=cheaper and easier to maintain. Solar panels on all the buildings.
Industrial Compost food waste from cub+dorms. Create sustainability majors such as agriculture+food system, sustainable design, urban planning
MAJOR where students could help design sustainable landscaping and pitch projects to the school without relying solely on the retention of env
fellows. Create bike+scooter lanes on all campus walkways and streets, more bike and scooter parking. More EV charging stations.

I would like to see more environmental education projects done in low SES communities and local schools.



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

no

N/a

Im not sure

N/A

More green space, education, and maybe even garden available for students

Fewer painted, green fields and more native biodiversity. Bat houses. Composting cub food waste. More recycling bins around campus. Giving
students and staff better access to environmental projects going on on campus. Like a booth outside the CUB handing out fliers or posting
something in the CUB bulletin boards.

Not really. I like stetson as is at the moment

n/a

n/a

save more trees; allow more green space to be more “wild”; convert more plumbing and lights in greener directions; fewer impermeable surfaces

Urban Planning Research with other universities in the area and similar climates about what can be done to increase the
Sustainability/Resilience/Renaturing/Environmental Reclamation efforts in local communities.

no other than that we avoid "greenwashing" which uses these efforts primarily for marketing purposes

N/A

Any creative projects that involve the community to help out

n/a

More recycling

n/a

I think aesthetics are a good idea. I liked the idea of butterfly or flower gardens. I think students would appreciate these and maybe get them more
involved in Stetson's mission of helping the environment.

n/a

Somehow, we need to embed initiatives and projects deeper into our culture; I think will still give a lot of lip service to the issue, but do not always
back it up with practice.

n/a



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

Not at the moment.

I would love to see the bike program finally work out!

RECYLCLING! Students and staff do not recycle items that could be and the City of DeLand is even WORSE!

n/a

Mandatory lesson on how to recycle properly.

n/a

n/a

Ns

N/A

Community gardening could be a campus wide endeavor, apiaries, alternative energy sources for buildings would be good beginnings.

zero waste events

More awareness about recycling on campus (many students, faculty, and staff are not recycling what they can in public buildings like the CUB).

N/A

N/A

not at this moment

I would love to see a garden where we could grow our own food to use in the cub or for the students

More solar energy

n/a

no

Bring back the campus native plant initiative

More recycling receptacles around campus, mostly outside.

n/a

n/a



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

Reduction of plastic

We are an educational institution. Without students, we have no institution. If we're going to divert funds away from educational programs, it should
be towards programs that aid in the recruitment of more students. This includes athletics, music performances / tours, and a campus that is more
beautiful than other campuses. Money should not be spent on something that does not help in educational programs or does not bring more
students to campus.

N/A

I like the idea of a lot of buildings being solar powered. I think that Brown Hall should look into getting a hydroponics growing system as well.
Maybe Stetson should invest in a ranch too with animals like cows, pigs, chickens, etc and this could open up to pre-veternarian tracks, sustainable
food majors, and anyone interested in a. farming club. Imagine if the cub could use food grown on stetsons property.

n/a

n/a

maybe a campus wide planting session or more greens around dorms and more solar panels

I think some of the older buildings on campus (I work in one) don't have smart thermostats and are air conditioned/heated needlessly on weekends
and at night.

What I believe would give biggest bang for the buck and are essential needs across campus are twofold: 1. Improving energy efficiency through
building material choices and upgrades so that less energy and $ are required to run the University and 2. Making changes in the landscape and
landscaping that will reduce chemical and irrigation usage, improve habitat to support biodiversity, and reduce manual work required to maintain the
aesthetic.

do something with or get rid of the bikes, they're ugly and taking up needed space.

clean water in the St. John's River

High efficiency heating and cooling systems; natural Florida landscape/gardens

I think the bike program that was started but never fully implemented would be a great addition to Stetson's environmental efforts.

As the rowing coach, I would be willing to gradually replace our gasoline engines for our coach boats to electric motors. The cost of installing a
charging station near the boathouse is $7,000. Financially, replacing a gas engine with an electric motor takes about 6 years to break even, but the
cost of installing the charging station increases that by at least one year.

I believe that we should keep a position that monitors our energy use (the Cloudman position) and have much more awareness of our energy usage.

N/A

I believe providing recycling bins on each level of uva floors would be most beneficial

Install automatic light shut off in all offices across campus.

More native plantings and education to the community about how to have sustainable lawns and deal with HOA regulations. A group of Fellows or
other students who would help with homeowner projects to reduce flooding and increase native plantings/reduce mowing/fertilizer/pesticide use.
Educational speakers at area HOAs.



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

N/A

N/A

N/A

MORE RECYCLING- recycling bins available for all residential halls- UVA apartments don't have... and some buildings on campus don't have...

n/a

Plant more trees; encourage reusable water bottles by not offering the disposable bottles; and organize community clean-up projects for staff,
faculty, and students during working hours (some people cannot volunteer after work because of second job or family commitments)

Education of incoming students faculty and staff about what we have done/ do for sustainability

the lights in the commons, not the entire cub, don't need to be on all night

n/a

All lamps on campus use solar energy or natural gas. And do not use the bright daylight LED bulbs. Use the warm light ones instead

n/a

Community outreach--so few understand that planting trees is more than aesthetics (that wording on the ranking could skew your results), and few
understand that it will be an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary combination of projects and goals that will (over a long period of time) effect real
change.

ban on single use plastics; support expansion of community bike lanes/trails

A big focus for me is the money, Stetson students cannot afford to pay more to go towards the environmental fellows. I would say fundraisers and
funding allocation is necessary. Beyond this, I would like to see more Solar Panels. Due to Florida storms, the power goes out a lot, but a generator
charged by Solar Panels would greatly benefit the environment and student living.

n/a

I think a bike and go program would be great for students/faculty/staff. I also think that having more specialized food options on campus would cut
down on food waste in the Commons and other areas. Example- a burger/grille pop up option.

N/A

Maybe try to implement something about food waste?

I was not able to answer the earlier question but my number 1 priority would be the plant life for butterflies, birds, etc.

n/a

no



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

nothing

Clean up of the outdoor/campus areas of trash etc.

No

n/a

Continuation of the native planting and removing of others than can be invasive such as the huge camphor near the old Marketing building on
Michigan.

n/a

N/A

before we think about adding new projects, I think we should improve our current buildings to be energy efficient and modern.

n/a

Reducing waste that overall effect the environment. i.e., electricity usage across campus (leaving computers on, lights on 24/7, individual
faculty/staff offices with refrigerators/microwaves/Keurigs instead of a faculty/staff lounge in each building to reduce electric usage); paper waste (be
more digital to save trees); water waste (running sprinklers and outdoor fountains while it's raining). We need to do better as a community to protect
our natural resources by reducing the wastefulness currently happening.

Backup generators for all the on-campus housing

Donate left over food from Dining to students or employees with food instability.

Additional EV charging stations

More solar panels, butterfly garden, fruit/veggie garden

perhaps more gardens/natural settings near dorm buildings on campus. Most dorms have a simple open field with one to three benches. I believe by
adding more trees and natural settings will increase student activities outside.

A community garden for a food pantry/homeless meal provider

I think Solar Panels are a great idea, and just generally outreaching to the community as well as doing things within the school. Community
engagement will show the town and the residents of DeLand that you care and want the whole community to improve along with the school. Thanks!
:)

N/A

NA

As long as it doesn’t cost me more I don’t care

n/a



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

More recycling options/bins easily accessible around campus

I think Stetson should increase funding for Hatter Harvest, and maybe look into growing food that can then be used for the food in the cafeteria.

Replace all gas powered landscaping machines with battery powered

I’d like more consistent waste reduction in food services and recycling practices and

N/A

N/a

More gardens/flowers around campus

n/a

I would like to see the campus landscaping transitioned to be 100% environmentally frindley.

I actually have a project proposal that would save the university hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. It’s about perennial peanuts.

n/a

I have a family member who works in sustainability and thus am broadly aware of different ways businesses and other entities can use to work
toward greater sustainability. I'd be interested in learning more about which initiatives would be most appropriate for our institution. We also have to
balance sustainability initiatives with historical preservation. Perhaps a potential project would involve investigating the costs of various projects or
atlernatives, potential benefits (cost-savings and otherwise) and feasibility keeping in mind historical preservation.

Community garden (like I've said in past surveys), plant native trees and other plants, community garden not for food purposes, etc. Conservation
forest? Buy land somewhere and conserve it.

N/a

N/a

n/a

More recycling options.

can we change the Stetson Green grass for something environmentally friendly. Stop wasting money on energy to run video walls that no one looks
at, and solar to run the fountain

n/a

n/a

Save the butterfly garden. Plant more native species to Florida. Make Stetson completely self-sufficient energy-wise. Increase budgeting for
environmental studies, since student's can help out as well.

n/a



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

When landscaping the campus, use plants that are actually native to this region of Florida. And STOP pruning the palm trees, it's not necessary for
their health and is a waste of money!

n/a

no, i’m not knowledgeable on this, somebody who is should decide

More recycling efforts. Food waste conservation

give the rooms trashcans so they can garbage sorting themselves. WITHOUT ANY EXTRA FEES

No

Anaerobic digester

Perhaps restoring reefs. Which isn’t an on campus project but it might be cool for a project

No i just think that it should effect the cost of the school since its already expensive enough for no reason, instead of working on this they need to
work on the dorms, the mold, the cold water, etc

I would love to see more green infrastructure in regards to Stormwater management! I think this might be an easier sell to the community - “stop
flooding on Amelia :) “

Not at present

Buildings 100% on solar/wind energy and more recycling opportunities, currently there are no bins big enough to recycle, for example, big recyclable
packaging (boxes, etc)

A focus on community outreach in teaching environmental consciousness and sustainability

Eliminate that people must pay to register a bike or scooter, so that more people are inclined to take the cleaner option of getting to class.
Personally this is the reason why I drive to class because why would I pay for 2 different passes to keep a bike or scooter on campus when I already
pay for a parking pass for my vehicle. Making it more affordable to have a bike to take to class would incline me to use one more often.

More solar panels on the buildings. Replace all the windows and doors in residence halls. Upgrade them

N/A

More recycling options. On campus composting options. Campus farmers market and/or community garden open to students.

N/a

Electric charging stations for vehicles

Better and more straightforward recycling program (more bins and explicit directions in all of them)

Adding a rain garden to the main campus

A parking Garage with a solar panel/garden room



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

Community garden, tree planting events, potted plant giveaways

N/A

Campus community garden, one we can actually use

N/a

N/a

N/A

Solar panels and investing in renewable energy over fossil fuels. I think stetson should start using solar energy in more buildings, in the long run it
may save the school a lot of money.

I would like to see less trash on campus. The trashcan outside Davis Hall last semester I stopped more than once to clean up overflowing trash. That
area and parking lot usually has trash on the ground. I think campus clean up day would be a good project. I also think that the surf club could
participate in some beach clean ups or ecology data for the nearby manatees or sea turtles. I think a butterfly greenhouse would be a great way to
help the endangered monarch butterfly, provide a place for local schools to take a field trip, and could be implemented with compost bins. I know
that Ronald McDonald House used to collect aluminum tabs for recycling to help fund their Ronald McDonald House. If there was a way to make a
giant recycled art project, that would be awesome. Other than that have you thought about putting solar panels on more buildings. Another idea
could be switching to LED lights to save energy. I am not sure exactly what projects you are currently working on, but maybe some of these ideas
are new.

Replacing glass with native plants, arrange donation options at the end of the spring semester to reduce the amount of items thrown out during
move out, remove as many paper-based processes as possible

More garden areas and aesthetically-pleasing nature areas. Stetson needs more greenery and gardens

n/a

Finding a method to grow produce a percentage of food for the commons on campus in an energy and space efficient method

Yes. Turn Michigan Ave. between Amelia and the LBC into a beautiful tree-lines street

N/A

n/a

Food forests on slopes of every retention pond; extend teaching garden all the way over to Carson and Hollis; zero-waste sports events

Apply more recycling bins around campus due to the use fo plastic cups at Coffee Shop and at Einstein's. There could be bikes around campus that
only students can use and check out using their student IDs for FREE, this will allow for less car use.

Reduction in single use plastic and greater advocacy and teaching on how to recycle properly

Reduce waste in all areas of campus



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

n/a

n/a

Possibly a littering campaign for community outreach and education.

It's extremely difficult to recycle glass in Volusia county. Having at least one location for glass recyclying drop off would be beneficial (I live on
campus)

More education.

Increasing native plant/landscape initiatives around the periphery of campus - acknowledging that applying those same ideals to the center of
campus an the onset will likely have a negative impact on stereotypical college campus curb appeals that may result in further erosion in
recruitment.

n/a

n/a

No

More native plants on campus, more community events

I would love to see a community vegetable/fruit/herb garden to increase access to fresh fruits and vegetables for the stetson community. These
could also be used by dining services.

community garden, solar panels, more greenery

Yes - replacing to-go containers on campus with environmentally friendly alternatives.

Better sustainable package at the dinning options and more recyling containers around campus

n/a

N/A.

n/a

I would love for their to be more education on how students can be actively engaged in this work.

n/a

Circular (ideally reusable but can also be recycled cardboard) food packaging for the on-campus restaurants (Coffee Shop, Einstein's, and Hatter
Streats) IN CONJUNCTION WITH accessible and consistent recycling systems (+ accessible education about those systems) across campus. (I
currently cannot tell where to recycle around the fountain/library or LBC or the Gordis/Hatter/Smith/Nemec area.)

n/a

I think it would be beneficial to see the impact of the fellows a lot more on social media or in a plaque with the projects.



Do you have any ideas about possible environmental projects that you would...

N/A

N/a

I would love to see more solar panels and a bigger garden. We should include more pollinator education.

none

Stop painting the grass

Fostering Bio diversity and native plant species. (Ideally have only native plants on Stetson property). Plant more (native & diverse) trees. Help local
butterfly populations (in any way!), and plant native wildflowers. Find ways to introduce more plants on campus, like window/flower boxes (for native
flowers) on dorm windows, etc. And bird houses/feeders to help attract birds to the area :)

n/a

More recycling implementation and reducing our carbon footprint by using less golf carts or transitioning to electric vehicles for public safety

n/a

A garden, agricutural assurance, recycling more and reinventing recycled goods safely, prioritizing online classes vs campus classes to help cabon
emissions, increasing the use of hydroponics

Study garden

More garden areas and greenhouses for education and viewing

n/a

Butterfly gardens, a more natural environment instead of the overworked bushes and green

N/a

I would love to see an increase in native plants and species on campus, as well as a higher effort to maintain the beautiful area by the RELC. More
collaboration between community food producers and the CUB or other on campus food-providers. What I would be interested in helping with would
be coming up with a way to measure potential ROI for aesthetic or other not-exactly-business-oriented environmental projects.

I strongly believe that the campus can save more resources and money by reducing the intensity of the grounds keeping on campus. If you switch to
native plants and grasses you can save water and money due to the species being more heat resistant as well as making the campus more
appealing to environmentally minded students and visitors.



Q11 - What environmental projects might you participate in?

Community
clean-ups

Native plant
landscaping

Stetson bicycle
program management

Campus
sustainability

research

Social media
content

Writing about
environmental

issues

Political
environmental

advocacy

Other
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Showing rows 1 - 9 of 9

# Field Choice Count

8 Other 0.00% 0

3 Stetson bicycle program management 8.18% 82

7 Political environmental advocacy 8.97% 90

6 Writing about environmental issues 9.77% 98

5 Social media content 11.37% 114

4 Campus sustainability research 12.66% 127

2 Native plant landscaping 21.93% 220

1 Community clean-ups 27.12% 272

1003



Q12 - If you have been to the Sandra B Stetson Aquatic Center, please select all

applicable reasons you have gone.

Required for class

Athletic Activities

Cultural Credits or
other events

Recreational
Activities

Other

I have not been to
the Stetson Aquatic

Center
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visualization.



Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

# Field Choice Count

10 Required for class 7.50% 38

11 Athletic Activities 3.94% 20

12 Cultural Credits or other events 6.71% 34

13 Recreational Activities 11.64% 59

14 Other 22.88% 116

15 I have not been to the Stetson Aquatic Center 47.34% 240

507

# Field Choice Count

10 Required for class 7.50% 38



Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

# Field Choice Count

11 Athletic Activities 3.94% 20

12 Cultural Credits or other events 6.71% 34

13 Recreational Activities 11.64% 59

14 Other 22.88% 116

15 I have not been to the Stetson Aquatic Center 47.34% 240

507



Q5 - The Student Life Fee currently includes $5 (approximately 2% of the fee) to fund

environmental sustainability projects, for example the Carlton Union Building solar panels

and other energy efficiency projects. Cost savings resulting from these projects are set

aside to fund similar projects in the following year. How much would you increase this fee

to accelerate Stetson's attainment of zero greenhouse gas emissions?

No Change ($0)

$5

$10

$15

$20 or more

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean
Std

Deviation
Variance Count

1

The Student Life Fee currently includes $5 (approximately 2% of the
fee) to fund environmental sustainability projects, for example the

Carlton Union Building solar panels and other energy efficiency
projects. Cost savings resulting from these projects are set aside to

fund similar projects in the following year. How much would you
increase this fee to accelerate Stetson's attainment of zero

greenhouse gas emissions?

1.00 6.00 3.47 2.11 4.47 460

# Field Choice Count

1 No Change ($0) 43.29% 129

2 $5 24.83% 74

3 $10 19.13% 57

4 $15 5.03% 15

5 $20 or more 7.72% 23



End of Report

Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

# Field Choice Count

298


